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Abstract. The effects of dark matter spike in the vicinity of the supermassive black hole,
located at the center of M87 (the Virgo A galaxy), are investigated within the framework of
the so-called Bumblebee Gravity. Our primary aim is to determine whether the background
of spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking has a significant effect on the horizon, ergo-region,
and shadow of the Kerr bumblebee black hole in the spike region. For this purpose, we first
incorporate the dark matter distribution in a Lorentz-violating spherically symmetric space-
time as a component of the energy-momentum tensors in the Einstein field equations. This
leads to a space-time metric for a Schwarzschild bumblebee black hole with a dark matter
distribution in the spike region and beyond. Subsequently, this solution is generalized to a
Kerr bumblebee black hole through the use of the Newman-Janis-Azreg-Aïnou algorithm.
Then, according to the available observational data for the dark matter spike density and
radius, and the Schwarzschild radius of the supermassive black hole in Virgo A galaxy, we
examine the shapes of shadow and demonstrate the influence of the spin parameter a, the
Lorentz-violating parameter ℓ and the corresponding dark matter halo parameters ρ0 and r0
on the deformation and size of the shadow.
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1 Introduction

Among the most captivating astrophysical phenomena, black holes (BHs) can be used to
probe extremely strong gravity and high-energy physics, including gravitational lensing (GL),
creation of massive jets of particles, quasi-periodic oscillations, the Hawking radiation, and
the disruption of nearby orbiting stars [1, 2]. Theoretically, BHs serve as a unique platform
to test a variety of predictions from theories such as modified gravity [3, 4], quantum gravity,
and other small or large distance corrections to General Relativity (GR).

It appears from current astrophysical observations that galaxies contain supermassive
BHs (SMBHs) at their centers, with the most compelling evidence located at the center of
the Virgo A galaxy M87. Specifically, a BH of about 1500 times greater mass and 2000
times greater distance compared to Sgr A∗, the BH at the center of our Milky Way galaxy, is
present at the center of the Virgo A galaxy [5–7]. Observations indicated that parameters like
mass, angular momentum, and electric charge can fully describe the features of a BH. Recent
electromagnetic observations of SMBHs have successfully captured the first shadow image of
the BH in M87 [8–10]. In realistic astrophysical scenarios, an accretion mass trend is present
around any SMBH due to its ability to capture light from nearby stars or accretion discs and
keep it in bound orbits. BHs can be characterized by various features, including a photon
sphere radius consisting of orbiting light rays. Additionally, light rays can be categorized as
unstable or stable based on whether they can fall or escape to infinity, respectively [11, 12].
The astronomical survey carried out by the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) team revealed
that the bright accretion disk encircling the SMBH M87 appears distorted, which is believed
to be caused by the phenomenon of GL. The BH gravitational pull bends light, making the
region of the accretion disk, located behind the BH, visible.

Another compelling piece of evidence supporting the existence of BHs in the Universe is
the detection of gravitational waves resulting from the merging of two BHs by the LIGO/Virgo
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team, as reported by Abbott et al. [13] in 2016. The shadow image provides valuable insight
into the geometrical structure of the event horizon and the angular velocity of the BH. The
properties of BH shadows can be used to assess both General Relativity and alternative
theories of gravity [3, 14], making it a crucial aspect to consider. Therefore, it is crucial to
continue with theoretical efforts to calculate the forms of shadows created by BHs and BH
mimickers in various theories of gravity and astrophysical settings [15–29]. Shadow images can
provide insight into various astrophysical phenomena, including accretion matter around BHs
and the distribution of dark matter (DM) in the center of galaxies. In addition to the shadow
distortion, the impact of surrounding matter has also to be taken into account [24–26, 30–35].
It is worth stressing that DM is ubiquitous: It envelopes every galaxy and even permeates
the intergalactic medium [36, 37]. Observational evidence for the existence of DM [38–40]
includes the mass-luminosity ratio of elliptical galaxies, spiral galaxy rotation curves, baryon
acoustic oscillations, cosmic microwave background radiation, and so on. Furthermore, the
Cosmological Standard Model postulates that baryonic matter constitutes a mere 5% of the
total mass-energy of the Universe, with the remaining 95% comprised of more or less DM
27% and dark energy (DE) 68%. In any case, besides the astrophysical evidences, the lack of
evidences for the DM at fundamental quantum level constitutes one of the most important
issues of today Physics.

As such, investigating the BH shadow in the presence of dominant dark components is of
great importance. Since the gravitational effect of DM is generally stronger than that of DE
in the vicinity of a BH, the impact of DM on the properties of BHs may be more significant
than that of DE. As a result, there is a greater interest in investigating the properties of
BH shadows in the presence of DM halos [24]. The study of DM has been a focus of much
researches, resulting in various proposed DM models, such as the cold DM (CDM) model
[41], the self-interacting DM model [42], the Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) DM model
[43–46], the modified Newtonian dynamic model [47], the extended gravity models [48–50]
and superfluid DM model [51, 52].

Astronomers are interested in studying the spatial density distribution of DM, especially
in the vicinity of SMBHs or the central part of a galaxy. While the spatial density distribution
of DM on large scale, such as the outer edges of galaxies and clusters of galaxies, has been well
understood [39], it is not yet clear when it is in proximity of SMBHs or the central region of a
galaxy [54]. Hence, the distribution of DM in the vicinity of the SMBH becomes a crucial and
intriguing problem to solve. The knowledge of DM distribution near a SMBH, particularly the
BH in M87 and Sgr A∗, can provide significant insights to test and constrain the predictions
of GR and any potential modifications beyond GR. Furthermore, it can aid in identifying
potential DM candidates, very difficult to be detected by ground-based experiments.

The presence of a central BH leads to a concentration of DM particles in its strong
gravitational potential, forming a spike distribution near the BH horizon, as evidenced by
some previous results [55–57]. Typically, the DM density experiences a significant increase
by several orders of magnitude owing to the gravitational field of the BH. Thus, if the DM
particles undergo annihilation, it will result in a significant increase in the intensity of gamma-
ray radiation near the BH. This, in turn, provides a valuable opportunity for detecting the
DM annihilation signal [33].

In this perspective, it is worth stressing that, in 1999, Gondolo and Silk [56] examined
the DM spike (DMS) emerging when a BH experiences adiabatic growth at the center of a DM
halo that initially possesses a singular power-law cusp of the form ρ ∼ r−γ , where γ ∈ (0, 2),
as resulting from some numerical simulations [41, 58]. Their investigation revealed that the
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BH growth leads to the development of a DMS ρ ∼ r−γSP with γSP ∈ [2.25, 2.5], which is
consistent with previous scaling outcomes reported in Ref. [37]. While the Gondolo and Silk
model uses adiabatic and Newtonian approximations, subsequent studies have incorporated
general relativistic effects on the DMS near the SMBH. For example, Sadeghian et al. [57] and
Ferrer et al. [59] studied the effects of DMS on Schwarzschild and Kerr BHs, respectively. The
DMS can be modeled as a polynomial function that approximates a power-law distribution.
This approach has been extensively applied to investigate various phenomena associated with
DM distribution close to BHs. This power-law distribution is applicable for the space-time
region far from the BH event horizon. However, when considering the DM density in the
vicinity of the BH, the results differ.

The impact of DM distribution on the space-time around the BH at the center of the
galaxy is a significant matter of interest. One crucial aspect of this problem is how to solve
the Einstein field equation while considering the presence of DM. In recent researches by Xu
et al. [34, 54], this issue has been addressed by exploring the specific scenarios of f(r) = g(r)
and f(r) ̸= g(r), where f(r) and g(r) are metric coefficients.

The aim of the present study is to investigate how the distribution of DM affects the
space-time and the shadow of a BH in presence of Lorentz-violating (LV) terms in an extended
gravity model. Specifically, we examine the impact of LV on the horizon, ergo-region, and
shadow of a modified Kerr BH in the spike region (i.e. in the region where the DM density
is high), using the so-called Bumblebee Gravity model. This model extends the standard
framework of GR and allows for spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking through a non-zero
vacuum expectation value of the bumblebee vector field Bµ under a suitable potential [60, 61].
The bumblebee model is an example of a theory that exhibits Lorentz violation arising from
a single vector Bµ that acquires a non-zero vacuum expectation value, and it is among the
simplest field theories with spontaneous Lorentz and diffeomorphism violations [62–65]. In
this particular case, the breaking of Lorentz symmetry occurs due to the presence of a potential
whose shape allows for a minimum, thereby leading to the breakdown of U(1) symmetry.
The bumblebee formalism was originally motivated by string theory, which suggests that
tensor-valued fields can acquire vacuum expectation values and lead to spontaneous Lorentz
symmetry breaking [66]. A recent development in this area includes the derivation of the
exact solution of the Schwarzschild bumblebee BH [67].

We note that, to our knowledge, no previous study has investigated the impact of the
DMS on the horizon, ergo-region, and shadow of the rotating BH M87 in an extended grav-
itational model known as Bumblebee Gravity. This is likely due to the complexity of the
metric arising from the Xu et al. method. A recent study (Ref. [2]) used a different method
than the Xu one to derive a new BH metric incorporating the DMS density profile and inves-
tigate the shadow radius of the BH Sgr A∗. However, the study did not consider an extended
gravitational model. Accordingly, in this framework, we find that the metric coefficients are
unequal A ≠ B, and the function K =

√
B
A = (1 + ℓ)−1/2 r2 ̸= r2 reflects the shift function in

K caused by the presence of a possible Lorentz violation. Building on the method developed
by Xu et al., we explore how DM alters the space-time structure of the bumblebee BH. Our
investigation is aimed to understand effects of spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking on
the horizon, ergo-region, and shadow of the Kerr bumblebee BH in the spike region.

The structure of the article is the following: In Sec. 2, we introduce the DMS and two
kinds of DM halos beyond the spike region, described by the density profile of the Cold DM
(CDM) model and Thomas-Fermi (TF) model, near the BH and also derive the space-time
metric of the Schwarzschild bumblebee BH surrounded by DM distribution. In Sec. 3, we
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develop the scenario for a Kerr bumblebee BH. In Sec. 4 and Sec. 5, we examine the effect
of spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking on the horizon, ergo-region, and shadow of the
Kerr bumblebee BH in the spike region. In section 6, we provide a summary of our findings
and present our conclusions. Throughout this paper, we will adopt natural units where the
fundamental constants G, c, and ℏ are set to 1.

2 The Schwarzschild bumblebee black hole in dark matter distribution

2.1 Dark matter profiles with spike

If we assume a BH being a SMBH of mass MBH, immersed in a DM halo near a galactic center,
the relevant density profile may be approximated in power-law form ρDM ≃ ρ0(r0/r)

γ with the
core density ρ0, the scale radius (or core radius) r0 and the power-law index γ [2, 30–33, 56].
As mentioned in Ref. [56], these assumptions give rise to a DMS of radius RSP(γ,MBH) =

Nγr0
(
MBH/ρ0r

3
0

)1/(3−γ) where the normalization constant Nγ can be calculated numerically
for each γ. The DMS emerges from the adiabatic enhancement of the BH, which increases
the central density of the host halo [2]. The corresponding DM density in the spike region of
radius RSP is given by ρR = ρ0(RSP/r0)

γ . Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic representation of the
concentration of DM distribution in the spike region and beyond, in the vicinity of a SMBH
located at the center of a galaxy. This concentration is due to the strong gravitational pull
exerted by the BH. As the DM-BH system satisfies the Newtonian approximation and the

RSP

DMS

DM halo

E
vent

H
orizon

SMBH

Figure 1. Schematic plot of the presence of a central SMBH, which causes a concentration of DM
distribution in the spike region and beyond. It is caused by the strong gravitational potential.

adiabatic condition, the DM density becomes ρGS(r) = ρR (1− 4RS/r)
3 (RSP/r)

γSP , where
the BH Schwarzschild radius is given by RS = 2MBH ≃ 2.95(MBH/M⊙). The value of the
power-law index γSP in the DMS model, given by γSP = (9 − 2γ)/(4 − γ), depends on the
initial DM profile. As shown in Ref. [30], the density profile of DMS varies from the Navarro-
Frenk-White (NFW) density profile, which is fixed by numerical simulations of collisionless
DM particles in galactic halos, for values of γ = 1 and γ = 0, and for SMBH masses of
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MBH = 105M⊙ or MBH = 106M⊙. As reported in Ref. [57], the density profile for DMS
assigned for full relativistic case is ρFR(r) = ρR (1− 2RS/r)

3 (RSP/r)
γSP . Note that RSP is

the same for both Newtonian approximation and the full relativistic case. Therefore, the
general density profile of the DMS model around the Schwarzschild BH is given by

ρDMS(r) = ρR

(
1− KRS

r

)3(RSP

r

)γSP

, (2.1)

so that this distribution is defined in the range KRS < r < RSP. The distance from the center
of the BH is denoted by r. Meanwhile, K is a constant parameter assuming the values 4 and
2 for Newtonian approximation and full relativistic case, respectively.

To proceed with the approach, the first step to construct the metric coefficient function
for a pure DM model is founding the corresponding mass distribution of the DM model. The
mass profile for the DM is

MDM(r) = 4π

∫ r

rb

ρDM(r′)r′2 dr′. (2.2)

where, the mass MDM, corresponding to density profile (2.1), is [33]

MDMS(r) = 4πρR

(
RSP

r

)γSP

r3 − (KRS)
3−γSP rγSP

3− γSP
−

3KRS

(
r2 − (KRS)

2−γSP rγSP
)

2− γSP

+
3K2R2

S

(
r − (KRS)

1−γSP rγSP
)

1− γSP
+

K3R3
S

(
1− (KRS)

−γSP rγSP
)

γSP

 , rb = KRS.

(2.3)

Furthermore, there is a relation between the tangential velocity of test particles with mass
MDM, that is, V2

tg(r) = MDM/r [7, 35]. Next, based on the following DM line element given
by

ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν

= −A(r)dt2 +B(r)−1dr2 + C(r)
(
dθ2 + sin2θdφ2

)
,

(2.4)

with A(r) = B(r) and C(r) = r2, a rotational velocity, in the equatorial plane belonging to
test particle in spherical symmetric space-time, can be obtained by

V2
tg(r) =

r√
A(r)

d
√
A(r)

dr
= r

d

dr
ln
(√

A(r)
)
. (2.5)

From Ref. [68], one can see that the difference in physical effect between A(r) = B(r) or
A(r) ̸= B(r) is much smaller than the effect of DM on the BH. Therefore, Eq. (2.5) is valid
for both cases A(r) = B(r) and A(r) ̸= B(r). Thus, the rotational velocity corresponding to
the mass MDMS can be calculated as

VDMS(r) =

4πρR
r

(
RSP

r

)γSP

r3 − (KRS)
3−γSP rγSP

3− γSP
−

3KRS

(
r2 − (KRS)

2−γSP rγSP
)

2− γSP

+
3K2R2

S

(
r − (KRS)

1−γSP rγSP
)

1− γSP
+

K3R3
S

(
1− (KRS)

−γSP rγSP
)

γSP

1/2

.

(2.6)
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Subsequently, the metric coefficient function arising from the DM density profile can be
determined using the rotational velocity in Eq. (2.5) as

A(r) = e2
∫ V2

tg(r)

r
dr, (2.7)

Thereby, the function A(r) associated with the density profile of the DMS is

A(r) = r
48πρRR

γSP
SP (KRS)

3−γSP

γSP(γSP−1)(γSP−2)(γSP−3) exp

(
8πρRR

γSP
SP

(γSP − 3)2
r3−γSP −

24πρRR
γSP
SP KRS

(γSP − 2)2
r2−γSP

+
24πρRR

γSP
SP (KRS)

2

(γSP − 1)2
r1−γSP −

8πρRR
γSP
SP (KRS)

3

γ2SP
r−γSP

)
.

(2.8)

If RSP goes to zero, we see that the function A(r) tends to one, which means that the DM
space-time reduces to the Minkowski space-time.

2.2 Dark matter halo profiles

At large scales, where RSP ≪ r, the DMS halo evolves into a DM halo, such that RS = 0,
γSP = γ, RSP = Rc, and ρR = ρc in metric coefficient (2.8). In the CMD model, γ = 1, while
in the TF model, γ = 0 [34]. The space-time metric, constructed by the metric coefficient,
matches with either the NFW profile associated with the CMD model or the TF profile, and
describes the region away from the BH where the DM halo dominates.

2.2.1 The cold dark matter profile

The NFW profile is a well-known density profile that is consistent with astronomical observa-
tions at large scale and it is derived from numerical simulations based on the ΛCDM model,
where Λ is the cosmological constant. Although the physical nature of DM is still unknown,
it is modeled as non-relativistic motion for DM particles [7]. In the CDM model [36, 41], the
NFW profile is the corresponding distribution, which can be expressed as follows

ρCDM(r) =
ρc

r
Rc

(
1 + r

Rc

)2 , (2.9)

where ρCDM is the density of the Universe at the time of the DM collapse, and ρc and Rc are
the core density and core radius respectively [34]. Then, the mass MDM, corresponding to
density profile (2.9), is

MCDM(r) = 4πR3
cρc

(
−1 +

Rc

r +Rc
− ln (Rc) + ln (r +Rc)

)
. (2.10)

with the assumption rb = 0. Thus, the rotational velocity corresponding to the mass MCDM

can be calculated as

VCDM(r) =

√
4πρcR3

c

r

(
ln
(
1 +

r

Rc

)
− r

r +Rc

)
. (2.11)

Hence, the function A(r) associated with the density profile of the CDM can be written as

A(r) =

(
1 +

r

Rc

)− 8πρcR
3
c

r

. (2.12)
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2.2.2 The Thomas-Fermi profile

The BEC-DM model offers an interesting DM density distribution that differs from the CDM
model [43–46]. While the behavior of DM in the BEC model is consistent with the CDM model
at larger scales such as outside the galaxy, galaxy group, and the Universe, the DM density
approaches a constant as r approaches 0 [69]. In the BEC-DM model with TF approximation,
the DM density profile is given by:

ρTF(r) = ρc
sin(kr)
kr

, k = π/Rc, (2.13)

With regard to Eqs. (2.2) and (2.13), the mass is

MTF(r) =
4ρcR

2
c r

π

(
Rc

πr
sin
(
πr

Rc

)
− cos

(
πr

Rc

))
, (2.14)

with rb = 0. and the rotational velocity VTF(r) =
√

MTF/r can be derived. Then, by
applying Eq. (2.7), we arrive to

A(r) = e
− 8ρcR

3
c

π2r
sin
(

πr
Rc

)
. (2.15)

2.3 The Lorentz-violating spherically symmetric solution in dark matter distri-
bution

As it can be seen, A(r) is responsible for the DM profile information, and one of the purposes
of this paper is to combine it with a spherically symmetric exact solution from the gravity
sector contained in the minimal standard-model extension (SME). The solution belongs to
a theoretical model that couples a Riemann space-time with the bumblebee field responsible
for the spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking [67]. The resultant solution of the modified
Einstein equation, generated by the bumblebee Gravity, establishes a Schwarzschild-like BH.
The space-time metric of Schwarzschild bumblebee BH is given by

ds2 = −
(
1− 2MBH

r

)
dt2 + (1 + ℓ)

(
1− 2MBH

r

)−1

dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2θdφ2

)
. (2.16)

This LV spherically symmetric solution, containing the LV parameter ℓ, is obtained under a
special potential V (BµBµ±b2) constructed from scalar combinations of the bumblebee vector
field Bµ and the metric tensor gµν . It is worth noticing that the choice of the potential has
been done in such a way that it leads to a non-zero vacuum expectation value for Bµ, including
a spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry [67]. The non-vanishing vacuum expectation
value for field Bµ depends on fulfilling the condition BµBµ ± b2 = 0. Indeed, this condition
can be satisfied by considering ⟨Bµ⟩ = bµ, where the background field bµ is a function of the
spacetime coordinates so that bµbµ = ±b2 = constant. On the other hand, the vector bµ is
responsible for the spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry.

Therefore, the corresponding vacuum solution induced by a spontaneous Lorentz sym-
metry violation is obtained as ⟨Bµ⟩ remains frozen. The bumblebee field Bµ is fixed to be
Bµ = bµ which leads us to V (BµBµ± b2) = 0 and V ′(BµBµ± b2) = 0 [62–65, 67]. If ℓ(= ξb2)
goes to zero, the standard Schwarzschild space-time metric can be recovered, where ξ is known
as the real coupling constant that controls the non-minimal Bumblebee Gravity interaction.
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Now starting from Ref. [34], we intend to present the space-time metric of the Schwarzschild
bumblebee BH surrounded by the DM described by the density profile. Therefore, The space-
time metric for this scenario would be

ds2 = −A(r)dt2 + B(r)−1dr2 + C(r)
(
dθ2 + sin2θdφ2

)
, (2.17)

where the metric coefficient functions A(r) and B(r) can be defined as

A(r) = A(r) + F1(r), (2.18a)

B(r) = B(r)

(1 + ℓ)
+

F2(r)

(1 + ℓ)
. (2.18b)

Moreover, the modified Einstein equation, associated with the DM-BH system in presence
of a LV scenario, may be rearranged by redefining the energy-momentum tensor T ν

µ. For
such a combinatorial system, the modified energy-momentum tensor is derived by taking
into account an additional part responsible for the energy-momentum tensor of DM that is
(Tµ

ν)DM. Thus, the relevant modified Einstein equation can be written as

Rµ
ν −

1

2
δµνR = κ2 ((Tµ

ν)DM + (Tµ
ν)Schw) . (2.19)

With regard to Eqs. (2.17) and (2.19), we arrive at(
B(r)

(1 + ℓ)
+

F2(r)

(1 + ℓ)

)(
1

r2
+

1

r

B′(r) + F ′
2(r)

B(r) + F2(r)

)
=

B(r)

(1 + ℓ)

(
1

r2
+

1

r

B′(r)

B(r)

)
, (2.20a)(

B(r)

(1 + ℓ)
+

F2(r)

(1 + ℓ)

)(
1

r2
+

1

r

A′(r) + F ′
1(r)

A(r) + F1(r)

)
=

B(r)

(1 + ℓ)

(
1

r2
+

1

r

A′(r)

A(r)

)
. (2.20b)

From Eqs. (2.20a) and (2.20b), we get to the following expressions for A(r) and B(r)

A(r) = e

∫ ( B(r)

B(r)− 2MBH
r

(
1
r
+

A′(r)
A(r)

)
− 1

r

)
dr

, (2.21a)

B(r) = B(r)

(1 + ℓ)
− 2MBH

(1 + ℓ) r
. (2.21b)

Next, the space-time metric of the Schwarzschild bumblebee BH surrounded by DM is given
by

ds2 = −e

∫ ( B(r)

B(r)− 2MBH
r

(
1
r
+

A′(r)
A(r)

)
− 1

r

)
dr

dt2 + (1 + ℓ)

(
B(r)− 2MBH

r

)−1

dr2

+ r2
(
dθ2 + sin2θdφ2

)
,

(2.22)

It is worth noticing that the assumption A(r) = 1 = B(r) leads us to the conclusion that the
space-time reduces to the pure Schwarzschild bumblebee BH space-time in absence of DM
effects. To establish of space-time metric of the Schwarzschild bumblebee BH surrounded by
any DM, it is sufficient to incorporate the function A(r) corresponding to each DM profile
in Eq. (2.17). Therefore, if we assume that A(r) = B(r), the result is F1(r) = F2(r) =
−2MBH/r. The metric tensor associated with the metric in Eq. (2.22) can be written as

gtt = −A(r) +
2MBH

r
, grr = (1 + ℓ)

(
A(r)− 2MBH

r

)−1

,

gθθ = r2, gφφ = r2sin2θ.

(2.23)
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3 The Kerr bumblebee black hole in dark matter distribution

Applying the well-known method, called the Newman-Janis algorithm (NJA) [70], we can
transform the static spherically symmetric space-time metric of the bumblebee BH immersed
in DM into the rotational form. Some authors by considering the complexification of co-
ordinates have improved the standard NJA method [71–74]. Besides, some valuable stud-
ies have been developed in the context of rotating DM-BH system by using this modified
NJA method [1, 12, 26, 52, 53]. To implement such a rotating DM-BH scenario, we need
to embed the spin parameter a into the metric given by Eqs. (2.23). To do so, relying
on the modified NJA method, we convert the Boyer-Lindquist (BL) coordinates {t, r, θ, φ}
to the Eddington-Finkelstein (EF) coordinates {u, r, θ, φ} by introducing the coordinate
du = dt− 1/

√
A(r)B(r)dr. Thus, the metric in Eq. (2.17) can be rewritten as

ds2 = −A(r)du2 − 2

√
A(r)

B(r)
drdu+ C(r)

(
dθ2 + sin2θdφ2

)
, (3.1)

In the null tetrad, the relevant space-time metric can be expressed by the linear combinations
of four basis vectors lµ, nµ, mµ and m̄µ and also the contravariant metric tensor is

gµν = −lµnν − lνnµ +mµm̄ν +mνm̄µ, (3.2)

where the four-basis vectors for the Schwarzschild bumblebee BH immersed in DM are

lµ = δµr , nµ =

√
B
A
δµu − A

2
δµr ,

mµ =
1√
2C

(
δµθ +

i

sinθ
δµφ

)
, m̄µ =

1√
2C

(
δµθ − i

sinθ
δµφ

)
.

(3.3)

The null-tetrad vectors l⃗ = lµ∂µ and n⃗ = nµ∂µ are real vectors, and m⃗ = mµ∂µ and ⃗̄m = m̄µ∂µ
are complex vector as well. In other words, we are allowed to define ⃗̄m as a complex conjugate
of m⃗. Furthermore, these vectors satisfy the following three conditions

lµlµ = nµnµ = mµmµ = m̄µm̄µ = 0, (3.4a)
lµmµ = lµm̄µ = nµmµ = nµm̄µ = 0, (3.4b)
lµnµ = 1, mµm̄µ = −1, (3.4c)

so that Eqs. (3.4a), (3.4b) and (3.4c) correspond to fulfill isotropy, orthogonality and normal-
ization conditions, respectively. The non-null components of the contravariant metric tensor
gµν of the space-time metric for the Schwarzschild bumblebee BH, surrounded by DM in EF
coordinates, are

gur = gru = −
√

B
A

= − (1 + ℓ)−1/2 , grr = A, gθθ =
1

C
, gφφ =

1

C sin2θ
. (3.5)

Then, we need to perform complex coordinate transformations

u → u− ia cosθ, r → r + ia cosθ (3.6)

which means a rotation in Schwarzschild coordinates. This transformation procedure can be
completed by taking δµν as vectors as well as transforming them as

δµu → δµu , δµr → δµr ,

δµθ → δµθ + ia (δµu − δµr ) sinθ, δµφ → δµφ.
(3.7)
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As a result of this procedure, the metric coefficient functions A(r), B(r) and C(r), associated
with each DM profile presented in this work, are transformed into Ã(r, θ, a), B̃(r, θ, a) and
Ψ(r, θ, a), respectively. Given rr̄ = C̃ = r2+a2 cos2θ, two of the new (transformed) functions,
Ã(r, θ, a) and B̃(r, θ, a), can be rearranged by complexifying the radial coordinate r as:

• for the DMS density profile

ÃDMS(r, θ, a) = C̃
24πρRR

γSP
SP (KRS)

3−γSP

γSP(γSP−1)(γSP−2)(γSP−3) exp

(
8πρRR

γSP
SP

(γSP − 3)2
C̃

3−γSP
2

−
24πρRR

γSP
SP KRS

(γSP − 2)2
C̃

2−γSP
2 +

24πρRR
γSP
SP (KRS)

2

(γSP − 1)2
C̃

1−γSP
2

−
8πρRR

γSP
SP (KRS)

3

γ2SP
C̃ − γSP

2

)
− 2MBH r

C̃
,

(3.8)

and

B̃DMS(r, θ, a) =
ÃDMS(r, θ, a)

(1 + ℓ)
, (3.9)

• for the CDM density profile

ÃCDM(r, θ, a) =

(
1 +

√
C̃

Rc

)− 8πρcR
3
cr

C̃

− 2MBH r

C̃
, (3.10)

and

B̃CDM(r, θ, a) =
ÃCDM(r, θ, a)

(1 + ℓ)
, (3.11)

• for the BEC density profile

ÃTF(r, θ, a) = e
− 8ρcR

3
cr

π2C̃
sin
(

π
√

C̃
Rc

)
− 2MBH r

C̃
, (3.12)

and

B̃TF(r, θ, a) =
ÃTF(r, θ, a)

(1 + ℓ)
. (3.13)

Moreover, the new form of null tetrads (lµ, nµ, mµ), rearranged under such a transformation
scheme, becomes

l̃µ = δµr , ñµ = (1 + ℓ)−1/2 δµu − Ã
2
δµr ,

m̃µ =
1√
2Ψ

(
δµθ + ia (δµu − δµr ) sinθ +

i

sinθ
δµφ

)
.

(3.14)

Then, a composition of Eq. (3.2) and (3.14) leads us to a new space-time metric stemming
from the new covariant metric tensor g̃µν , so that

ds̃2 = g̃uudu
2 + 2g̃urdudr + 2g̃uφdudφ+ 2g̃rφdrdφ+ g̃θθdθ

2 + g̃φφdφ
2, (3.15)
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where

g̃uu = −Ã, g̃ur = g̃ru = −
√
1 + ℓ,

g̃uφ = g̃φu = a
(
Ã −

√
1 + ℓ

)
sin2θ, g̃rφ = g̃φr = a

√
1 + ℓ sin2θ,

g̃θθ = Ψ, g̃φφ =
(
a2
(
2
√
1 + ℓ− Ã

)
sin2θ +Ψ

)
sin2θ.

(3.16)

Now, let us turn back the metric in Eq. (3.15) from the EF coordinates to the BL coordinates
by applying the following transformations

du = dt− (1 + ℓ)−1/2C + a2

(1 + ℓ)−1AC + a2
dr, dφ = dφ− a

(1 + ℓ)−1AC + a2
dr. (3.17)

Based on considering the transformation given in Eq. (3.17), the general form of the function
Ã can be written in terms of the functions A, Ψ and C as

Ã =

(
(1 + ℓ)−1AC + a2cos2θ

)
(
(1 + ℓ)−1/2C + a2cos2θ

)2 Ψ, (3.18)

Eventually, the general form of the rotating Schwarzschild bumblebee BH metric immersed
in DM becomes

ds2 = −

(
(1 + ℓ)−1AC + a2cos2θ

)
Ψ(

(1 + ℓ)−1/2C + a2cos2θ
)2 dt2 +

Ψ

∆
dr2

− 2a

(1 + ℓ)−1/2C − (1 + ℓ)−1AC(
(1 + ℓ)−1/2C + a2cos2θ

)2
Ψ sin2θ dφdt+Ψdθ2

+

1 +
2 (1 + ℓ)−1/2C − (1 + ℓ)−1AC + a2cos2θ(

(1 + ℓ)−1/2C + a2cos2θ
)2 a2sin2θ

Ψ sin2θ dφ2,

(3.19)

The general form of the rotating Schwarzschild bumblebee BH metric immersed in DM can
be designed as the Kerr bumblebee BH metric

ds2 = − Ψ

Σ2

(
1− Q

Σ2

)
dt2 +

Ψ

∆
dr2 − 2a

Q

Σ4
Ψ sin2θ dtdφ+Ψdθ2 +

GΨ sin2θ

Σ4
dφ2, (3.20a)

defining new notations

K =

√
B
A

= (1 + ℓ)−1/2C (3.20b)

Σ2 = K+ a2cos2θ, (3.20c)

Q = K− (1 + ℓ)−1AC, (3.20d)

∆ = (1 + ℓ)−1AC + a2, (3.20e)

G =
(
K+ a2

)2 − a2∆ sin2θ. (3.20f)
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Metric (3.20) of a Kerr bumblebee BH has a general form, but its validity as a BH
solution remains uncertain until the Einstein field equations are solved. To ensure its validity,
the deformed BH metric (3.20) must satisfy the conditions Grθ = 0 and Gµν = 8πTµν (see
e.g. Refs. [72, 75] for more detail), leading to the following equations(

K+ a2y2
)2 (

3Ψ,rΨ,y2 − 2ΨΨ,ry2
)
= 3a2K,rΨ

2, (3.21a)

Ψ
(
K2

,r +K(2−K,rr)− a2y2 (2 + K,rr)
)
+
(
K+ a2y2

) (
4y2Ψ,y2 −K,rΨ,r

)
= 0, (3.21b)

where y ≡ cosθ. Note that, at present, Ψ is an unknown function, and its determination is
contingent upon satisfying the constraint A ≠ B or K ̸= C = r2. This constraint arises due to
the consideration of the DM-BH system in the presence of an LV scenario. Hence, a common
solution, called conformal fluid, for complex partial differential Eqs. (3.21a) and (3.21b) can
be expressed as follows:

Ψ = K+ a2cos2θ, lim
a→0

Ψ = (1 + ℓ)−1/2 r2 ̸= r2. (3.22)

Taking into account the relevant considerations for this scenario, we can determine the Kerr
bumblebee BH metric as

ds2 = −
(
1− Q

Σ2

)
dt2 +

Σ2

∆
dr2 − 2a

Q

Σ2
sin2θ dtdφ+Σ2 dθ2 +

G sin2θ

Σ2
dφ2. (3.23)

Let us now rearrange the new notations Q and ∆ with regard to the relation MDM−BH(r) =
MDM +MBH = r(1−A)/2, so that it is useful to rewrite Q and ∆ based on any DM profile
discussed above 1. Accordingly, we have:

• for the DMS density profile

QDMS = K− (1 + ℓ)−1 (r2 − 2MDMS−BH r
)
, (3.24a)

∆DMS = (1 + ℓ)−1 (r2 − 2MDMS−BH r
)
+ a2, (3.24b)

GDMS =
(
K+ a2

)2 − a2∆DMS sin2θ, (3.24c)

• for the CDM density profile

QCDM = K− (1 + ℓ)−1 (r2 − 2MCDM−BH r
)
, (3.25a)

∆CDM = (1 + ℓ)−1 (r2 − 2MCDM−BH r
)
+ a2, (3.25b)

GCDM =
(
K+ a2

)2 − a2∆CDM sin2θ, (3.25c)

• for the BEC density profile

QTF = K− (1 + ℓ)−1 (r2 − 2MTF−BH r
)
, (3.26a)

∆TF = (1 + ℓ)−1 (r2 − 2MTF−BH r
)
+ a2, (3.26b)

GTF =
(
K+ a2

)2 − a2∆TF sin2θ, (3.26c)
1Here, in order to compress the notation, instead of incorporating the mass corresponding to each DM

profile shown in Eqs. (2.3), (2.10) and (2.14), we simply set the corresponding symbols MDMS−BH(r) =
MDMS +MBH, MCDM−BH(r) = MCDM +MBH and MTF−BH(r) = MTF +MBH into the new symbols ∆ and
Q assigned to each DM profile, respectively.
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This means that, by substituting each of the sets of Eqs. (3.24), (3.25) and (3.26) into
the metric given in Eq. (3.23), the Kerr bumblebee BH metric describes the influence of
the corresponding DM profiles and the spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry on the
BH background. The space-time metric of the Kerr bumblebee BH surrounded by the DM
distribution described by the DMS, CMD, and TF profiles is derived using Xu et al. method
[34]. The metric given in Eq. (2.16), in the limit ℓ → 0, goes over the standard Schwarzschild
BH metric. In this limit, only the presence of DM particles in the vicinity of the BH can
deform the Kerr BH metric describing the DM-BH interacting system. In this case, we
expect that as ρR and ρc go to zero, there is no DM distribution in the spike region and
beyond. Hence, the LV spherically symmetric solution, that is the Schwarzschild bumblebee
BH solution generated by the bumblebee Gravity no longer is deformed under the effect of
nearby DM.

4 Horizon and ergo-region of the Kerr bumblebee black hole in the dark
matter spike

At this stage, we are interested in examining the variation of the horizon and the ergo-region
of the Kerr bumblebee BH generated by the background with the spontaneous breaking of
Lorentz symmetry surrounded by the DM distribution in the spike region. Substituting Eqs.
(3.24) into metric (3.23) gives rise to a new metric where the influence of DMS distribution
around the Kerr bumblebee BH is evident. The impact of DM on the horizon and ergo-region
depends on the distribution of mass in close proximity to the BH at the galactic center. As
a result, we can disregard the DM located far from the spike, specifically in regions where r
is significantly greater than RSP. Additionally, we have established that γSP falls within the
range (0÷ 3). It is worth noticing that, at γSP = 3, there is a singularity. Typically, values of
γSP greater than 2 are not observed at the center of galaxies [2]. It follows that the horizon
and ergo-region depend on the values of the LV parameter ℓ and the parameters related to
the presence of DM distributions around the BH.

In this framework, let us take into account observational data of the supermassive BH
at the center of M87 galaxy for the DMS profile. As reported in [1, 8, 33], the values of DM
halo parameters around the BH in M87 are r0 = 91.2 kpc and ρ0 = 6.9 × 106 (M⊙/kpc3).
Given the BH M87 mass MBH = 6.5 × 109M⊙, the corresponding Schwarzschild radius can
be estimated as RS ≃ 6.31× 10−7kpc.

It is widely known that the existence of a DM halo does not alter BH horizons, such
as the Kerr bumblebee BH, which possesses two horizons: the Cauchy horizon and the event
horizon. The latter is referred to as the "surface of no return." With respect to Eqs. (3.23)
and (3.24), the identification of the horizon positions can be achieved through

(1 + ℓ)−1 (r2 − 2MDMS−BH r
)
+ a2 = 0. (4.1a)

An additional significant surface of a black hole is the static limit surface. A defining char-
acteristic of the static limit surface is that the character of particle geodesics undergoes a
transformation upon crossing it, with a time-like geodesic becoming space-like and vice versa
[76]. The static limit surface meets the condition gtt = 0, meaning that

(1 + ℓ)−1 (r2 − 2MDMS−BH r
)
+ a2cos2θ = 0, (4.2)

However, due to Eq. (2.3), a straightforward analytical solution for Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is not
feasible. Therefore, through numerical plotting as demonstrated in Figs. 2 and 3, the position
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of the horizons and the static limit surfaces is determined in the presence and absence of DM
distribution, respectively.
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Figure 2. Visualizing the behavior of the ergo-region in the xz-plane of the Kerr bumblebee BH
surrounded by DMS distribution with the red and grey lines assigned to the static limit surface and
horizons, respectively. Here, in the first row, we assume ℓ = 0 versus three different values of the spin
parameter, which is, a = 0.5, a = 0.8 and a = 0.99; in the second row, we assume ℓ = 0.5 versus
a = 0.5, a = 0.8 and a = 0.99, and then in the third row, we assume a = 0.99 versus ℓ = 0.7, ℓ = 0.8
and ℓ = 0.99.

Here, we depict the contours of the horizon surfaces in the xz-plane of the Kerr bumblebee
BH in Figs. 2 and 3 to visually demonstrate the ergo-region as a function of varying a and ℓ
values. The ergo-region is defined by two boundaries: the event horizon and the outer static
limit surface. An observer situated within the ergo-region cannot be static. The extent and
shape of the ergo-region are influenced by the values of a and ℓ, and its area expands as these
parameters increase. Besides, similar to the Cauchy horizon, there are observable deviations
in the inner ergo-region. In Figs. 2, to indicate behaviors of the ergo-region, we consider
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Figure 3. Visualizing the behavior of the ergoregion in the xz-plane of the Kerr bumblebee BH in
the absence of DM distribution with the red and grey lines assigned to the static limit surface and
horizons, respectively. Here, in the first row, we take ℓ = 0 versus three different values of the spin
parameter, which is, a = 0.5, a = 0.8 and a = 0.99; in the second row, we take ℓ = 0.5 versus a = 0.5,
a = 0.8 and a = 0.99, and then in the third row, we take a = 0.99 versus ℓ = 0.1, ℓ = 0.7 and ℓ = 0.99.

the BH M87 surrounded by the DM distribution in the spike region with Nγ = 0.1, γ = 1,
γSP = 7/3, RS ≃ 6.31 × 10−7kpc, RSP ≃ 0.321kpc and ρR ≃ 0.301(MBH/kpc3). In Figs.
2 and 3, we present the impact of the parameter ℓ on the ergo-region. The plots illustrate
that the area of the ergo-region increases with both the rotation parameter a and the LV
parameter ℓ. For BHs with faster rotation, the ergo-region is more sensitive to changes in the
ℓ parameter. When a approaches 1, an increase in ℓ leads to a larger ergo-region. In fact, when
a approaches 1, the impact of the ℓ parameter on the observable properties of the BH, such
as horizons, the static limit surfaces, and ergo-regions, becomes more pronounced. Besides,
we can see that the presence of DMS around the BH causes both the event horizon and the
outer static limit surface to expand. This suggests that the DMS has a significant effect on
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the properties of the BH gravitational field. Here we note that when the spin parameter a
and the LV parameter ℓ take on specific values, we observe that, in the absence of DMS, the
Cauchy horizon and the inner static surface limit (which are opposite to the event horizon
and the outer static limit surface, respectively) increase compared to when DMS is present.
It is important to mention that, whether or not there is a DMS, for a fixed spin parameter
value, the Cauchy horizon expands while the event horizon contracts as the ℓ value increases.

5 Shadow of the Kerr bumblebee black hole in the dark matter spike

In order to investigate the BH shadow phenomenon [5, 16–25], it is crucial to attain a com-
prehensive understanding of the geodesic structure of a test particle within space-time metric
in the BL coordinates given by Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) with contravariant metric tensors

gtt = − GΣ2

G (Σ2 −Q) + a2Q2sin2θ
, gtφ = − 2aQΣ2

G (Σ2 −Q) + a2Q2sin2θ
,

grr =
∆

Σ2
, gθθ =

1

Σ2
, gφφ =

Σ2
(
Σ2 −Q

)
csc2θ

G (Σ2 −Q) + a2Q2sin2θ
.

(5.1)

To achieve this objective, a Lagrangian formulation can be adopted. After, one can use the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation and the Carter constant separable method [77, 78]. The motion of
a particle can be described by the Lagrangian

L =
1

2
gµν ẋ

µẋν , (5.2)

where the four-velocity of the particle is uµ = ẋµ = xµ,λ and λ is the affine parameter along
the geodesic. The conservation of conjugate momenta pt and pφ is a result of the symmetry of
the BH, whereby metric-independent variables t and φ are involved. Additionally, it is worth
noting that metric (3.23) incorporates two Killing vectors, ξµ = ( ∂

∂t)
µ and χµ = ( ∂

∂φ)
µ, that

correspond to two conserved quantities, namely the energy E and the angular momentum L.
This implies that energy E and angular momentum L can be computed as follows:

E = −gµνξ
µxµ,λ = −pt = −∂L

∂ṫ
= −gttṫ− gtφφ̇,

L = gµνχ
µxµ,λ = pφ =

∂L
∂φ̇

= gφtṫ+ gφφφ̇,
(5.3)

and lead us to the following expressions

Σ2ṫ = −a
(
aE sin2θ − L

)
+

U (E U − aL)

∆
, (5.4a)

Σ2φ̇ = −
(
aE − L

sin2θ

)
+

aE U − a2L

∆
, (5.4b)

where U ≡ ((1 + ℓ)−
1
2 r2 + a2). By taking the limit as ℓ goes to 0, the function U approaches

to (a2 + r2), which is the expression for the standard Kerr BH [79]. In order to fully describe
the dynamics of a photon in the vicinity of a Kerr BH under Bumblebee Gravity, subject
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to a distribution of DM, we must derive two additional null geodesic equations using the
Hamilton-Jacobi method, which can be expressed as [77, 80]

1

2
gµν

∂S
∂xµ

∂S
∂xν

= −∂S
∂λ

. (5.5)

To obtain the separable solution of Eq. (5.5), we need to express the action S in the following
form [20–25]:

S =
1

2
m2λ− Et+ Lφ+ Sr(r) + Sθ(θ), (5.6)

with functions of the coordinates r and θ, i.e., Sr and Sθ, and the mass of the test particle
m. However, for a photon, m equals to zero. Substituting Eq. (5.6) into Eq. (5.5) leads to
derive the following geodesic equations

∆

(
∂Sr

∂r

)2

=
R(r)

∆
, (5.7a)(

∂Sθ

∂θ

)2

= Θ(θ), (5.7b)

where

R(r) = (E U − aL)2 −∆
(
Q+ (aE − L)2

)
, (5.8a)

Θ(θ) = Q+

(
a2E2 − L2

sin2θ

)
cos2θ. (5.8b)

The Carter constant Q is defined as Q ≡ k̃−(aE−L)2, where k̃ is another constant of motion
[1, 12, 26, 52, 71]. The behavior of photons near BHs is a topic of great complexity, which
is extensively discussed [81, 82]. Notably, the photon motion is distinctly different from that
outside a certain radius near the event horizon of the BH. Within this critical radius, there are
no stable photon orbits, but outside it, a stable orbit exists. Due to the strong gravitational
field near the BH, it is expected that photons emitted in its vicinity will either fall into the
BH or scatter away from it [25].

A method to examine the presence of unstable circular orbits around the BH is to recast
the radial geodesic equation in terms of the effective potential Veff ≡ R(r)/E2 associated with
the photon radial motion as

∆2

(
∂Sr

∂r

)2

+ Veff = 0. (5.9)

In this way, the dimensionless parameters ξ = L/E and η = Q/E2 can be defined to study
the characteristics of unstable circular photon orbits in general rotating space-time [2]. Our
assumptions for this analysis include that both the observer and photons are positioned at
infinity, and that the photons approach the equatorial plane with θ = π/2. Using these two
parameters, ξ and η, we can formulate the effective potential as

Veff = (U − aξ)2 −∆
(
η + (a− ξ)2

)
, (5.10)

It can be shown that these orbits must satisfy the conditions Veff(r)|r=rph = 0, V ′
eff(r)|r=rph =

0, and V ′′
eff(r)|r=rph ≤ 0 at the radius r = rph of the unstable orbit [83]. The conditions stated
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above allow us to demonstrate that the impact parameters ξ and η have critical values for
unstable orbits, which can be expressed as

ξ =
U∆,r − 2∆U,r

a∆,r

∣∣∣∣
r→rph

, (5.11a)

η =
4a2 U2

,r∆−
((

U − a2
)
∆,r − 2U,r∆

)2
a2∆2

,r

∣∣∣∣∣
r→rph

. (5.11b)

Utilizing the defined functions U and ∆, we can now derive an expression for ξ2+η in terms of
the mass of the DM-BH interacting system. Specifically, we obtain the following expression:

ξ2 + η = −a2 + 2

(
a2 +

r2√
1 + ℓ

)
+

4r2∆(1 + ℓ)

(M+ r (M,r − 1))2
+

4r∆
√
1 + ℓ

(M+ r (M,r − 1))
. (5.12)

It is worth noticing that the functions ∆ and M are specific to each DM-BH interacting
system in the context of Bumblebee Gravity, such that Eq. (5.12) can be reproduced using
(∆DMS,MDMS−BH), (∆CDM,MCDM−BH), and (∆TF,MTF−BH) for each system. However,
in this work, we shift our attention towards the Kerr bumblebee BH metric within a DMS.

Having obtained this information, we can employ the impact parameters ξ and η repre-
sented by Eqs. (5.11a) and (5.11b) to examine the shape of our BH shadow surrounded by
photons that have escaped from unstable orbits.

After determining the geodesic of the photon, we can investigate the motion of the
photon as observed by an observer located at position (r̃0, θ0) relative to a BH. Here, r̃0
denotes the distance between the observer and the BH, while θ0 represents the inclination
angle defined as the angle between the rotation axis of the BH and the observer line of sight.
As such, in the presence of a possible scenario of Lorentz violation, we can examine the effect
of a DMS on the BH shadow images. To this aim, we need to apply a two-dimensional
coordinate system on the observer plane called the celestial coordinate {α, β}. Indeed, the
observer has the option to select a Cartesian coordinate system with the BH as its center. In
this system, the spherical photon orbits can be projected onto the celestial plane to create
a closed curve that is parameterized by the celestial coordinates {α, β}. This curve serves
to delineate the trajectory of the photons as they appear to the observer from their position
relative to the BH [84]. In order to understand the geometry of the BH shadow, we need
to map the photons emitted from its vicinity to a celestial coordinate system, where they
correspond to individual coordinates {α, β}. By tracing back the geodesic motion of each
photon by its respective {α, β}, we can determine its trajectory as seen by an observer located
at some position relative to the BH. To create the BH shadow image, we must project these
trajectories onto the image plane, which requires us to map the celestial coordinates to the
BL coordinates of the BH. Thus, the relationship between the celestial coordinates and the
BL coordinates, that is

α = −r̃0
p(φ)

p(t)
, β = −r̃0

p(θ)

p(t)
, (5.13a)

allows us to fully understand the geometry of the BH shadow. Here, the components of the
photon four-momentum associated with a locally non-rotating reference frame are denoted
by p(µ). To find the tetrad components of p(µ), we require an inertial reference frame of
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an observer located at a significant distance from the BH, or any local observer. The basis
vectors e(ν) of this reference frame are defined as e(ν) = eµ(ν)eµ, with the coordinate basis
(et, er, eθ, eφ) of the metric and eµ(ν) = (ζc, γc,

1√
grr

, 1√
gθθ

, 1√
gφφ

) [80, 83]. Let us now expand

the following components of p(µ) in terms of the observer bases as

p(t) = ζcE − γcL, p(φ) =
L

√
gφφ

, (5.14a)

p(θ) =
pθ√
gθθ

= ±
√
Θ(θ)

√
gθθ

, p(r) =
pr√
grr

, (5.14b)

where ζc and γc are real constants and also Θ(θ) ≡ η + acos2θ − ξ2cot2θ. As previously
mentioned, the conserved quantities E ≡ −pt and L ≡ pφ are associated with the Killing
vectors. To obtain the constants ζc and γc, one can utilize the orthonormal property of the
system and the relation eµ(α)e

ν
(β)gµν = ηαβ with ηαβ = diag(−+++). This yields:

ζc =

√
gφφ

g2tφ − gttgφφ
, γc =

gtφ
gφφ

√
gφφ

g2tφ − gttgφφ
, (5.15a)

Additionally, we can rewrite the celestial coordinates in terms of ξ and η. The resulting
expressions are as follows:

α = −r̃0
ξ

√
gφφζc

(
1 +

gtφ
gφφ

ξ
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(r→r̃0, θ→θ0)

, (5.16a)

β = ±r̃0

√
η + acos2θ − ξ2cot2θ
√
gθθζc

(
1 +

gtφ
gφφ

ξ
)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(r→r̃0, θ→θ0)

, (5.16b)

Moreover, in the case where the observer is located at the equatorial plane with an inclination
angle of θ0 = π

2 , and positioned at a considerably large, yet finite distance, of approximately
r̃0 ∼ 16.8Mpc, expressions can be simplified as follows [2]:

α = −
√

A(r̃0) ξ, β = ±
√
A(r̃0)

√
η. (5.17)

We can observe, from the expression given in Eq. (2.8), that A(r) plays a crucial role in
our analysis. It is important to note that due to the presence of the DMS, our solution is
non-asymptotically flat. This contrasts with the asymptotically flat case, which occurs when
the DMS is absent and A(r) approaches 1. For the observer located at (r̃0, θ0) (i.e. the
observer is far but not at infinity), we have neglected the effect of rotation while determining
the values of ξ and η using Eq. (5.11) [52]. Using the celestial coordinates {α, β}, we provide
an expression to visualize the shapes of BH shadow, given by:

α2 + β2 = A(r̃0)(ξ
2 + η). (5.18)

We consider a collection of photons with all possible values, ξ and η. It is evident that the
unstable circular photon orbits create the border of a shadow, as photons inside these orbits
are trapped and unable to escape to infinity. The ξ and η values of the unstable photon orbits
are determined by the radial variable rph, as specified in Eq. (5.11b). Thus, the boundary
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of the shadow, in the observer sky, is defined by parametric functions expressed in terms
of the parameter rph. Specifically, the functions α = α(rph) and β = β(rph) determine the
location of the shadow boundary in the observer sky. The allowed range of rph is restricted
by the condition Q ≥ 0. Besides, when a BH is viewed from a specific angle θ0, its maximum
distortion occurs at its highest possible angular momentum. Moreover, the largest distortion
for a BH mass and angular momentum is observed from the equatorial plane at θ0 = π

2 , elon-
gating the vertical β-direction while squeezing the horizontal α-direction, while the shadows
remain convex. There are two real solutions β(θ = θ0) ≡ η(r±ph) = 0 that satisfy the condition
r+ph ≥ r−ph for β = 0. Thus, based on the definition provided in Refs. [2, 85], the size of the
shadow can be defined by the left-most and right-most coordinates, α(r−ph) and α(r+ph), and
given by

Rsh =
1

2

(
α(r+ph)− α(r−ph)

)
. (5.19)

The trajectory of photons traveling from a BH to an observer located at r̃0 is influenced
by the geometry of the BH surroundings. Specifically, the radius of circular null geodesics,
denoted as r±ph, varies depending on whether the BH is spinning or static. In the case of a
static metric and a BH with zero spin, r±ph = 3MBH is obtained, which corresponds to the
radius of the shadow Rsh =

√
A(r̃0) 3

√
3MBH.

In Figs. 4 , 5 and 6, we show the various shapes of the shadow by plotting β versus α,
where, in Fig. 4, the power index of the DMS is given by γSP = 7/3, corresponding to an
initial DM distribution that follows the NFW profile, as prescribed by the CDM model.

The SMBH at the center of M87 has recently been observed by the EHT collaboration
[8–10], providing a measurement of its size and outline through the observed shadow. As more
observational data are accumulated by EHT, it is becoming increasingly feasible to use the
BH shadow to examine the distribution and characteristics of matter in the vicinity of the BH.
While the impact of the DM halo on the BH shadow (and its metric) remains minimal when
compared to the precision of EHT observations, this would not be the case if there were a DMS
present [33]. According to Nampalliwar et al. [2], a significant variation in the size of the BH
shadow can be observed for a range of DMS densities, exceeding the 17% uncertainty reported
by the EHT collaboration [10]. However, this change occurs only at the highest DM density
levels. As reported by the EHT collaboration [8, 10], the angular size of the M87 shadow is
θs = (42± 3)µas, and the distance between the observer and the BH M87 is D0 = 16.8Mpc.
Additionally, based on the association of the crescent feature in the M87 image with the
emission surrounding the BH shadow and the knowledge of the distance to M87, the EHT
collaboration estimated the mass of the M87 BH to be MBH = (6.5 ± 0.9) × 109M⊙ [86].
To estimate the impact of the DMS on observable quantities like the shadow radius/angular
diameter of the M87 BH, we may consider a specific scenario in which the core radius is
significantly small, for instance, when r0 ∼ 1.71 kpc and ρ0r

3
0 ∼ 0.005MBH [1]. It is worth

noticing that as ρ0r
3
0 increases, the radius of the shadow also increases [24]. Furthermore, if

we decrease the core radius while keeping ρ0 constant, the shadow images decrease in size.
Therefore, investigating the effect of a DMS on the shadow of bumblebee BHs is meaningful.
We have to note that the impact of DM distribution on the shadow radius/angular diameter
is more pronounced in the spike region (i.e., where the DM density is high) when utilizing
the Bumblebee Gravity model.

As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the shadow shapes of the bumblebee BH in M87 surrounded
by DMS are significantly affected by the values of the parameters a and ℓ. The upper panel of
the figure reveals that the shadow becomes increasingly distorted as a increases to 1, with ℓ
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being fixed. The upper left panel displays the variation in the shape of the BH shadow in the
absence of the LV parameter, while the upper right panel presents this variation at ℓ = 0.99
for the bumblebee BH shadow case. This implies that the effect of the a and ℓ parameters on
the shadow shape becomes more significant as ℓ becomes larger and closer to 1.

Then, we can investigate the variation in the shape of the bumblebee BH shadow by
fixing the spinning parameter a and considering four different values of ℓ. As shown in the
lower panel of the figure, when a is fixed at 0.2 (left panel), the shadow shape is relatively
insensitive to changes in ℓ. However, for a faster-rotating BH with a = 0.99 (right panel),
the shadow shape changes more significantly with increasing ℓ. Thus, we can conclude that
bumblebee BHs with higher spin exhibit a greater sensitivity to variations in the ℓ parameter,
indicating that the shadow shape is more affected by changes in this parameter.

Fig. 5 allows us to investigate the impact of the a and ℓ parameters on the bumblebee
BH shadow in the absence of DM distribution. In the upper left panel, where we fix the a
parameter at 0.5, we observe that the shadow disk remains relatively undeformed for four
different values of ℓ, despite its tendency to stretch to the right side of the coordinate frame
as ℓ approaches 1. In contrast, in the upper right panel, where we fix the a parameter at
0.7, we observe significant deformation in the shadow as ℓ increases to 1. The lower panel
further illustrates this effect by fixing ℓ at 0.5 and 0.99, respectively, from left to right. As the
value of the spin parameter increases, the deformation of the shadow becomes increasingly
apparent.

Fig. 6 illustrates the impact of the spinning parameter on the shadow of a standard Kerr
vacuum BH when there is no DM distribution or spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry
affecting the space-time. As the spinning parameter values increase, the shape of the shadow
of this Kerr BH becomes distorted.

In this way, we are interested in further exploring this scenario by computing the angular
diameter of the M87 BH shadow. To achieve this, we will employ the observable quantity
Rsh and calculate θs according to the formula θs = 2RshMBH/D0 [2]. Alternatively, we can
rewrite this formula as

θs = 2× 9.87098× 10−6Rsh
MBH

M⊙

1 kpc
D0

µas. (5.20)

In Fig. 7, we show how the shadow size and angular diameter change for different values of
a and ℓ under the effect of the nontrivial topology of the surrounding DMS. For values of
(a, b) between 0 and 1, the diameter of the shadow changes in the interval 2RDMS

sh ∈ (11, 13)
in the presence of DMS. Additionally, when the DM effects are stronger, such as when the
DM density is high, the angular diameter shifts. In Fig. 8, that is for the case without DMS
or when the effect of DM is negligible, the diameter of the shadow changes in the interval
2Rnon−DMS

sh ∈ (9, 10.5) for the same range of (a, b). It should be noted that the reported value
of 42µas for the angular size of the shadow of M87 remains consistent in the absence of DMS.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

The recent discovery of the BH at the center of the Virgo A galaxy, M87, has led us to
develop a new model in the framework of the Bumblebee Gravity. We propose that the
central regions, including the BH itself, are surrounded by a power-law density profile DMS.
To achieve this, we constructed a bumblebee BH solution surrounded by DM distribution, in
the spike region and beyond, and selected a power-law density profile suitable for this type of
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Figure 4. Variation in the shadow shape of the bumblebee BH M87 surrounded by DM distribution
using Nγ = 0.1, γ = 1, γSP = 7/3, r0 ≃ 1.71 kpc, ρ0 ≃ 6.9 × 106 (M⊙/kpc3), MBH ≃ 6.5 × 109M⊙
RS ≃ 6.31 × 10−7 kpc, RSP ≃ 2.347 kpc, ρR ≃ 0.0008 (MBH/kpc3) and r̃0 ≃ 16.8Mpc for different
values of a and ℓ. We take MBH = 1 in units of the BH M87 mass. Here we have set kpc = 1. The
upper left panel corresponds to ℓ = 0 and a = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 0.85, the upper right panel corresponds to
ℓ = 0.7 and a = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 0.85, the lower left panel corresponds to a = 0.2 and ℓ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.7,
and the lower right panel corresponds to a = 0.85 and ℓ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.7.

galaxy. Using the density model, we first constructed the space-time metric for a non-rotating
Schwarzschild bumblebee BH and then extended it to the rotating case for a more realistic
model. We utilized both Newton approximation and perturbation approximation to solve the
Einstein field equations following the Xu et al. method. We then investigated the impact of
the DMS profile and the LV parameter, which account for the effects of Bumblebee Gravity
on the various features of the Kerr bumblebee BH, including the horizons, the static limit
surfaces, the ergo-region, and the shadow images.

Within this framework, different power-law indices of γSP correspond to distinct DM
models at large distances outside of the DMS radius (i.e., r ≫ RSP). By matching the DMS
metric with the outside metric obtained via the CDM or TF model, we can examine different
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Figure 5. Variation in the shadow shape of the bumblebee BH M87 in the absence of DM distribution
taking r̃0 ≃ 16.8Mpc with setting kpc = 1. The upper left panel corresponds to a = 0.5 and
ℓ = 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.99, the upper right panel corresponds to a = 0.7 and ℓ = 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.99, the lower
left panel corresponds to ℓ = 0.5 and a = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and the lower right panel corresponds to
ℓ = 0.99 and a = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.7.

DM models. Our particular focus lay on the CDM model, which is characterized by a γSP
value of 7/3.

Clearly, the impact of the DM distribution on the shadow and other observable features
depends on the mass distribution in the immediate vicinity of the BH at the center of the
galaxy. For this reason, we have disregarded the DM distribution in the region r ≫ RSP,
which is far away from the spike region.

Our investigation of the Kerr bumblebee BH, modeled after the observed BH in M87,
revealed that the inclusion of a DMS in its vicinity leads to significant effects in various
features, including the event horizon, outer static limit surface, photon orbit radii, shadow
radius and angular diameter. Furthermore, we found that regardless of the presence or absence
of a DMS, an increase in the value of ℓ for a fixed spin parameter, a, results in an increase
of both the Cauchy horizon and inner static limit surface, while the event horizon and outer
static limit surface decrease. Notably, our analysis showed that the size of the horizons and
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Figure 6. Variation in the shadow shape of the BH M87 in the absence of DM distribution and
spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry in terms of four different values of a.
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Figure 7. Variation in the shadow radius Rsh and the angular diameter θs of the bumblebee BH
M87 surrounded by DM distribution using Nγ = 0.1, γ = 1, γSP = 7/3, r0 ≃ 1.71 kpc, ρ0 ≃ 6.9 ×
106 (M⊙/kpc3), MBH ≃ 6.5×109M⊙ RS ≃ 6.31×10−7 kpc, RSP ≃ 2.347 kpc, ρR ≃ 0.0008 (MBH/kpc3)
and r̃0 = D0 ≃ 16.8Mpc for different values of a and ℓ. We take MBH = 1 in units of the BH M87
mass. Here we have set kpc = 1. The upper left panel corresponds to the variation of Rsh with
respect to a for the varying parameter ℓ, the upper right panel corresponds to θs with respect to Rsh

in terms of ℓ = 0.7 and a ∈ (0.2, 0.85), the lower left panel corresponds to the variation of Rsh with
respect to ℓ for the varying parameter a, and the lower right panel corresponds to θs with respect to
Rsh in terms of a = 0.99 and ℓ ∈ (0.2, 0.99).
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Figure 8. Variation in the shadow radius Rsh and the angular diameter θs of the bumblebee BH
M87 in the absence of DM distribution taking r̃0 = D0 ≃ 16.8Mpc with setting kpc = 1. The upper
left panel corresponds to the variation of Rsh with respect to a for the varying parameter ℓ, the upper
right panel corresponds to θs with respect to Rsh in terms of ℓ = 0.7 and a ∈ (0.2, 0.75), the lower
left panel corresponds to the variation of Rsh with respect to ℓ for the varying parameter a, and the
lower right panel corresponds to θs with respect to Rsh in terms of a = 0.7 and ℓ ∈ (0.2, 0.99).

static limit surfaces is more strongly affected by the LV parameter ℓ when the spin parameter
is fixed at a larger value, corresponding to a faster BH. We also observed that increasing the
ℓ parameter leads to a larger ergo-region area.

Our analysis points out that the effect of the presence of the DMS on the bumblebee
BH shadow observables, such as the shadow radius and angular diameter, is more significant
compared to the effect of the DM halo on the BH shadow observables. It leads to a shift in
the angular size of the M87 shadow. As the DM density increases, such as in the case of the
DMS density, it is expected that the shadow radius and angular diameter will significantly
grow, due to the increase in ρ0r

3
0. The effect of the DM halo on the BH shadow is still small

compared to the observational accuracy of EHT. However, if there is a DMS, the results are
expected to be different.

Finally, our study demonstrated that as the values of a and ℓ increase, the size of the
shadow radius and angular diameter of the bumblebee BH also decrease, even for a fixed
value of ρ0r30. This suggests that the effect of the non-trivial topology of the DMS on the
BH shadow observables becomes more significant as a and ℓ increase. Furthermore, we also
observed that the LV parameter ℓ has a crucial impact on the bumblebee BH shadow and its
observables, particularly when the spin parameter a is close to one. Specifically, forthcoming
observations are expected to fix better the range of parameters a and ℓ. Overall, the present
model may shed new light on the nature of the interplay between DMSs and bumblebee BHs.
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